ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS

Class - 3: : Fundamentals of English Grammar
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Term 3 - Text Book
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(5 x 1 = 5)

I. Choose the correct alternative given in brackets. Fill in the blanks 		
with it.
1) The public

requested not to walk on the grass. (is/are)

Note : Cut along with the marking to avoid uneven cutting or torn.

2) There

many objectives to your plan. (is/are)

3) Two and two
4) Iron as well as gold
5)

four. (makes/make)
found in India. (is/are)

you seen the film ? (Have/Has)

II. Rewrite the following sentences changing the present tense.

(5 x 1 = 5)

1) He refuses me leave.
		
2) We go to Mumbai.
		
3) Sita likes coffee.
		
4) Clouds give us rain.
		
5) She sings a song.
		

(5 x 1 = 5)

III. Rewrite the following sentences using present continuous tense
in the place of simple present tense.
1) The telephone rings.
		
2) She drinks milk.
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3) The porter carries heavy loads.
		
4) The teacher punishes him severely.
		
5) They lay the road.
		

IV. Change the following into Negatives sentences.

(5 x 1 = 5)

1) They are very poor.
		
2) He swims the river easily.
		
3) The children are playing in the garden.
		
4) He is a clever boy.
		
5) She was hard working.
		
(5 x 1 = 5)

V. Rewrite the following statements into interrogative sentenes.
1) They are present today.
		
2) We are busy now.
		
3) Rama will return in an hour.
		
4) I am happy.
		
5) He is bold.
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VI. Can you write questions for the following answers.

(5 x 1 = 5)

1) I have finished my work.
		
2) I was born on 10th October 1998.
		
3) My father is a doctor.
		

Note : Cut along with the marking to avoid uneven cutting or torn.

4) He lives with his uncle.
		
5) I am speaking to my friend.
		
(5 x 1 = 5)

VII. Read the following passage.

			 All books are divisible into two classes – books of the hour and books for all
time. Mark this distinction. It is not one of quality only. It is not merely the bad
book that does not last and the good one that does. There are good books for
the hour and good ones for all time; bad books for the hour and bad ones for
all time. I must define the two kinds before I go further.
			 The good book of the hour then – I do not speak of the bad ones – is simply
the useful or pleasant talk of some persons whom you cannot otherwise
converse with, printed for you – very often telling you what you need to know,
very pleasant, often as a sensible friend’s pleasant talk would be; those bright
accounts of travels; good humoured and witty discussions; lively or pathetic
story telling in the form of novel, firm fact telling by the real agents concerned
in the events of past history.
Now answer the following questions.
1) What does a good book of the hour tell you ?
Ans.
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2) What are the classes into which all books are divided ?
Ans.
3) Is the distinction made basing on the quality alone ?
Ans.
4) What is a good book of the hour ?
Ans.
5) Say whether the following are True or False.
a) Some good books last only for sometime.

(

)

b) The ideas and views of the writer are presented in the form of a book. (

)

c) A friend’s talk is more pleasant than a good book.

(

)

d) A good book often tells us about the passing history.

(

)

e) We can converse with all our friends.

(

)

f) A good travel book can also be a good book of the hour.

(

)
(5)

VIII. You are Sandya, studying class-IV. You are not keeping good 		
		 health. So write an application to your school Principal for leave
		 for ten days.
(5)

IX. Write a paragraph on any one of the topic.
		 1) About myself

(or) 2) My school

X. Develop the hints into a story in your own words.

(5x1=5)

Peter and Paul - good friends - passing through forest - saw a bear approaching
- Peter saved himself - climbing the nearest tree - Paul - did not know how to
climb trees - he knew about wild animals - they do not hurt dead bodies - Paul
lay down like a dead person - bear sniffed at Paul - thought him dead - went
away - Peter came down - asked Paul - what did the bear tell you - “Keep
away from friend like you” - Peter felt ashamed - a friend in need is a friend
indeed.
kkkkk
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